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w xIn DR1 , Du and the author introduced the notion of standardly based
algebras, which are the generalised versions of cellular algebras introduced
w x Žby Graham and Lehrer in GL . The cellular basis or more generally,
.standard basis of Hecke algebras plays an important role in the study of
wcertain endomorphism algebras arising from Hecke algebras. See DJM1,
xDJM2, DR1, DS, Rui for the cases when the endomorphism algebras are
associated to the Hecke algebras of types A , B , and C or moreny1 n n
Ž .generally, G r, 1, n . It is needed to discuss the endomorphism algebras of
Ž .type D or more generally G r, p, n with p ) 1.n
In this paper, we focus on a special case of this problem. We shall
discuss the endomorphism algebras of type D with odd ranks over a field.
The content of this paper is organised as follows. Section 1, in which
certain ideas are recalled, is preliminary. In Section 2, we construct two
standard bases for Hecke algebras H of type D with odd ranks under
certain conditions. In Section 3, we discuss certain left ideals and right
ideals of H. Using such ideals, we introduce the endomorphism algebras
associated to Hecke algebras H. Our results show that these endomor-
phism algebras are standardly based algebras. Moreover, they are quasi-
w xhereditary in the sense of CPS . Therefore, the module category is a
Ž w x.highest weight category see CPS .
U The author gratefully acknowledges support received from Natural Science Foundation,
Grant 19501016, in People's Republic of China.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Ž . Ž .1.1 Let W, S be a Coxeter group with S as its distinguished generator
w 1r2 y1r2 xset. Let A s Z q , q be the ring of Laurent polynomials in indeter-
1r2 Ž .minate q . Then the Hecke algebra H W over A is an associative
Ž .  4algebra. As a free A-module, H W has a basis T N w g W such that thew
following multiplication formulae hold:
T y q T q 1 s 0, if s g S,Ž . Ž .s s½ T T s T , if l xy s l x q l y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .x y x y
Ž .where l is the length function on W.
Ž . Ž .1.2 Let , be the symmetric, bilinear form on H defined by
qlŽ x . , if x s y ,T , T sŽ .x y ½ 0, otherwise.
Ž . Ž U . Ž . Ž U .Then h , h h s h h , h and h h , h s h , h h for all h , h ,1 2 3 2 1 3 1 2 3 1 3 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .h g H W , where ) is an A-linear anti-involution on H W defined by3
TU s T y1 for all w g W. Let K be a field and H s H m K withw w K A
0 / q g K, where q is the image of q. Then H is a symmetric algebraK
Ž .with the associative, symmetric, and non-degenerate bilinear form ,
w Ž .xDJ, 2.3 . Therefore, H is a Frobenius algebra.K
Ž . w x1.3 Let F be the Bruhat-Chevalley order on W. In KL , Kazhdan and
 4Lusztig introduced another A-basis C N w g W for H such thatw
C s qy1r2 lŽw .P T ,Ýw y , w y
yFw
where P is known as the Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomial.y, w
Ž . Ž .1.4 Let W D be the Weyl group of type D with rank n. Then
Ž .  4distinguished generator set of W D is denoted by S s s , s , s , . . . , sn 0 1 2 ny1
satisfying the following conditions:
s s s s s s s ,¡ 0 2 0 2 0 2
s s s s s , if i / 2,0 i i 0~
< <s s s s s , if i y j ) 1 and i , j / 0,i j j i¢s s s s s s s , if 1 F i F n y 2.i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
It is easy to see that there is a unique non-trivial graph automorphism f
Ž . Ž . Ž .of W such that f s s s , f s s s , and f s s s for all i with0 1 1 0 i i
2 F i F n y 1.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .1.5 Let H D be the Hecke algebra associated to W D . Let a, b ben n
w xpositive integers. Following P , let ¤ s s s s s for k G 2 where sk k , 2 0 1 2, k a, b
is defined by
s s , if a - b ,¡ a aq1, b~s s s s , if a ) b ,a , b a , bq1 b¢
1, if a s b.
ay1Let p s 1 and p s q q T for a G 2. Let p s p p ??? p . Then p1 a ¤ a 1 2 a aa
ÃŽ . Ž w x.is in the centre of H D see P, 1.7 . Let h s T and h s Ta a, b w a, b wÃa, b a, b
Ž .where w , w g W D are defined byÃa, b a, b n
Ž .a w s 1 if ab s 0,a, b
Ž .b w s s s ??? s if a, b G 1,a, b aq1, 1 aq2, 2 aqb, b
Ž . Ž .c w s f w .Ãa, b a, b
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Let ¤ a, b s p if b s 0, a G 1 and ¤ a, b s p h y h p ifa a a, b a, b b
Ž w x.a, b G 1. The following result is due to Pallikaros see P, 1.18 .
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž . Žd T ¤ a, n y a N w g S is a linear independent set of H D ¤ a,w n K n
. Ž . Ž .n y a , where H D s H D m K and K is a field such that the imageK n A
of q in K is not zero.
The following is the definition of standardly based algebras introduced
w xby Du and the author in DR1, 1.2.1 .
Ž .1.6 Assume that R is a commutative ring with unit 1. Let A be an
Ž .R-algebra and L, F a poset. A is called a standardly based algebra on L
if the following conditions hold.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a For any l g L, there are index sets I l and J l such that
Bl s al N i , j g I l = J l .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4i , j
Ž . lb The disjoint union B s D B is a free R-basis of A.lg L
Ž . lc For any a g A, a g B, we havei, j
¡ l l ) lX Xa ? a ’ f a, i a mod AŽ . Ž .Ýi , j i , l i , j
X Ž .i gI l~
l l ) l
X Xa ? a ’ f j, a a mod A ,Ž . Ž .Ýi , j l , j i , j¢ X Ž .j gJ l
where A ) l is the R-submodule of A spanned by Bm with m ) l and
Ž . Ž .X Xf a, i , and the f j, a g R are independent of j and i, respectively.i , l l, j
Such a base B is called a standard base for the standardly based alge-
bra A.
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Ž l . lRemark. If there is an anti-involution s on A such that s a s a ,i j ji
w xthen A is a cellular algebra in the sense of GL .
2. HECKE ALGEBRAS OF TYPE D WITH ODD RANKS
In this section we focus on constructing the standard basis of the Hecke
algebra H of type D with odd rank, where K is a field. Recall that S isK n
the symmetric group on n letters.
Ž .2.1 For any positive integer a with 1 F a F n, let S be theŽa, nya.
subgroup of S , which is isomorphic to S m S . Let D ben a aq1, aq2, . . . , n4 a
the set of all distinguished representatives in the right S -cosets withŽa, nya.
y1  y1 4 y1minimal length. Let D s x N x g D . Then D is the set of alla a a
distinguished representatives in the left S -cosets with minimalŽa, nya.
length.
Ž .2.2 PROPOSITION. Let n be an odd number with n G 5. For any integer a
 Ž . 4 Xwith 2 a ) n, let B s T ¤ a, n y a T N w g S , d g D and let B sa w d n nya a
 Ž . y1 4T C ¤ a, n y a T N d g D , d g D , w g S . Thend w d 1 a 2 nya Ža, nya.1 2
Ž . na B s D B is an A-linear independent set.as Ž1r2.Žnq1. a
Ž . X n Xb B s D B is an A-linear independent set.as Ž1r2.Žnq1. a
Proof. To show that B is an A-linear independent set, we need only
prove that B is a k-linear independent set, where k is the fraction field
of A. Let
n
a2.2.1 f T ¤ a, n y a T s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý w , d w d
1 wgSŽ . dgDas nq1 nnya2
where f a g k. We prove f a s 0 for all d, w, a by induction on a.w , d w , d
Ž .Note that q is an indeterminate. We have f q / 0 in k, wheren
Ž . ny1Ž k . Ž w x. w Ž . xf q s 2Ł 1 q q see P, 2.12 . By P, 2.6 iv , 2.9, 2.14 , we haven ks1
¤ a, n y a H D ¤ c, n y c s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .n
2.2.2Ž . for any positive integers a, c
with 2 a ) n , 2c ) n , and a / c.
¤ a, n y a h ¤ a, n y a s ¤ a, n y a zŽ . Ž . Ž .nya , a nya , a
for some invertible element z2.2.3Ž . nya , a
in the center of H S .Ž .Žnya , a.
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n 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Postmultiplying ¤ n, 0 on 2.2.1 , we get Ý f T p s 0 by 2.2.2 ,w , 1 w n
nŽ . Ž . Ž .¤ n, 0 s p , and d s 1. By 2.2.3 and 1.5d , f s 0 for all w g S .n w , 1 n
Now assume that f a s 0 for any a G r q 1, d g D , and w g S .w , d a n
Ž . Ž .Postmultiplying ¤ r, n y r on 2.2.1 , we get
2.2.4 f r T ¤ r , n y r T ¤ r , n y r s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý w , d w d
w xSince d g D , we have, by DJM, 3.4 , d F w and dy s w withny r nyr , r nyr , r
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž .l dy s l d q l y for some y g S . By P, 2.7.3 and 2.2.3 ,n
f r T ¤ r , n y r T ¤ r , n y rŽ . Ž .Ý w , w w wny r , r ny r , r
s f r T ¤ r , n y r z s 0.Ž .Ý w , w w nyr , rny r , r
r Ž .Hence f s 0 for all w by 1.5d .w , w ny r , r
 4Now let d g D _ w with maximal length. Then there is y g Sny r nyr , r n
X  4 Xwith dy s w . Let d g D _ w with d / d. If T appears inny r , r nyr nyr , r x
Ž . Ž X.Xthe expression of T T with a non-zero coefficient, then l x F l d qd y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žl y F l d q l y s l w . If l x - l w , then ¤ r, n y r T ¤ r,ny r , r nyr , r x
. w x Ž . Ž . Xn y r s 0 by P, 2.7.3 . Suppose l x s l w . Then x s d y withny r , r
X w x Ž . Ž .x / w by d / d . By P, 1.14, 2.7.3 , ¤ r, n y r T ¤ r, n y r s 0. Weny r , r x
Ž . Ž .postmultiply T ¤ r, n y r on 2.2.1 and gety
2.2.5 f r T ¤ r , n y r T T ¤ r , n y r s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý w , d w d y
Since T T s T , we have f r s 0 for all w by the above arguments.d y w w , dny r , r
Because D is a finite set, we have, after a finite number of steps,ny r
f r s 0 for all w g S , d g D . By induction, f a s 0 for all positivew , d n nyr w , d
integers a with 2 a ) n, w g S and d g D . This completes the proofn nya
Ž . Ž .of a in 2.2 .
For any y g S , C s T q terms of T with z - y. Thus the transitionn y y z
matrix from B to BX is unitriangular if we arrange the elements in B and
X Ž . Ž .B in a suitable order. Thus b follows from a .
Ž . Ž .2.3 A composition l of n is an ordered sequence l , l , ??? with1 2
< <l s Ýl s n. If l G l for all i, then l is called a partition. Ani i iq1
Ž Ž1. Ž2.. Ž1.a-bicomposition of n is an ordered pair l , l such that l is a
composition of a and lŽ2. is a composition of n y a. If lŽ i. are partitions
for i s 1, 2, then l is called an a-bipartition. For any a, we denote by L a
Ž q. Ž .resp. L the set of all a-bicompositions resp. a-partitions of n. Let La
Ž q. Ž .resp. L be the set of all a-bicompositions resp. a-bipartitions of n for
all a with 2 a ) n. Let 1 be the dominant order on L in the sense that
l 1 m if
Ž . j Ž1. j Ž1.a Ý l F Ý m for all j andis1 i is1 i
Ž . < Ž1. < j Ž2. < Ž1. < j Ž2.b l q Ý l F m q Ý m for all j.is1 i is1 i
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Ž Ž1. Ž2..For each l s l , l g L, l can be identified as its corresponding
diagram which consists of crosses arranged in a manner as illustrated by
ŽŽ . Ž ..the example l s 421 , 21 g L for which we have
= = = = = =
l s = = =
=
For any bicomposition l g L, a l-bitableau is obtained by replacing
each cross by one of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n allowing no repeats. A
l-bitableau is row standard if the entries in each row of each parts
increase from left to right.
For any bipartition l g Lq, a l-bitableau is standard if the entries of
each parts are strictly increasing along each row and increasing down each
column.
Ž . Ž .2.4 For any w g S , let S , S be the image of w under theŽa, nya. 1 2
Ž .Robinson]Schensted map on S . Then S , S is a pair of standardŽa, nya. 1 2
Žl-bitableaux for some a-bipartition l. Moreover, any entries in S resp. in1
.  4 Ž  4.S are in the set 1, 2, . . . , a resp. a q 1, . . . , n . We call such bitableaux2
the special standard bitableaux.
Write C s C l . Recall the definition of the set D for any positivew S , S a1 2
Ž . qinteger a with 2 a ) n G 5 in 2.1 . For any l g L , let
I l s d , S N d g Dy1 , S is a special standard l-bitableau ,Ž . Ž . 40 a½ J l s d , S N d g D , S is a special standard l-bitableau . 4Ž . Ž .0 nya
Ž . q2.5 DEFINITION. Keep the setup above. For any l g L and
ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž . Ž . l l Žd , S , d , S g I l = J l , let C s T C ¤ a,1 1 2 2 0 0 Žd , S ., Žd , S . d S , S1 1 2 2 1 1 2
.n y a T .d2
Ž . y12.6 LEMMA. Let D be the set of all distinguished representati¤es in the2
left S -cosets. ThenŽ2, ny2.
y1  4  4D s e j s s ??? s N 2 F i F n y 12 i iy1 2
 4j s s s ??? s N 3 F i F n y 11 i iy1 2
 4j s s s s ??? s N 3 F i F n y 12 1 i iy1 2
 4j s s s s s ??? s N 4 F i F n y 13 2 1 i iy1 2
 4j ??? j s ??? s s s ??? s .ny2 2 1 ny1 2
Ž .  4 Ž .  4 y1Let L x s s g S N sx - x and R x s s g S N xs - x . If d g D with2
Ž .  4  4L d s s , then d g s s ??? s , s ??? s s ??? s for a F n y 2 anda a ay1 2 a 1 aq1 2
 4d g s s ??? s for a s n y 1.a ay1 2
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Proof. A direct computation shows that any element given as above is a
distinguished representative in the left S -cosets with minimal length.Ž2, ny2.
Hence the first assertion follows from the comparison of the cardinalities
of such two sets. The last assertion can be proved by observation.
Ž . Ž .For any field K, let H D s H D m K. We denote by T theK n n A w
Ž .corresponding element T m 1 in H D .w K K n
Ž .2.7 THEOREM. Let K be a field. Suppose that n is odd with n G 5.
Ž . X n X Ž .a The set B s D B is a basis for H D if and only ifas1r2Žnq1. a K n
Ž . Ž . ny1Ž k .f q / 0, where f q s 2 Ł 1 q q and 0 / q g K is the image of then n ks1
indeterminate q.
Ž . Ž .b Let K be a field with f q / 0. Let F be the dominance order 1n
q Ž .on L . Then the Hecke algebra H D with odd rank n is a standardly basedK n
Ž q . X Ž .algebra on the poset L , F with standard base B in the sense of 1.6 .
Proof. If BX is a basis then 1 can be written as a K-linear combination
of elements in BX. Write
n
a2.7.1 1 s f T C ¤ a, n y a T .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý w , d , d d w d1 2 1 2
1 y1 wgSŽ .as nq1 d gD Ža , nya.2 1 a
d gD2 nya
nŽ . Ž .Postmultiplying ¤ n, 0 on 2.7.1 , we have p s Ý f C p z byn w g S w , 1, 1 w n 0, nnw x Ž . nP, 2.11 . By 1.5d , we have 1 s z Ý f C , which implies that0, n w g S w , 1, 1 wnw x Ž .z is invertible. By P, 2.12 , f q / 0.0, n n
Ž . X ŽIf f q / 0, B is a linear independent set compare the proof ofn
Ž .. Ž .2.2a . Moreover, it is a basis for H D by comparison of the cardinalityK n
X Ž . Ž .of B and the dimension of H D . Now, we prove b . The following hasK n
w xbeen proved in GL ,
2.7.2 C N w g S is a standard basis of H S . 4Ž . 4Ž .w Ža , nya. K Ža , nya.
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .Here we use the fact that x F y if and only if l x 2 l y , where l xL R
is the partition with respect to the two-sided cell of the symmetry group
w Ž .x .containing x Shi, 2.9 2 .
X Ž .It is easy to see that the basis B satisfies the conditions 1.6a and
Ž . Ž .1.6b . Now we claim 1.6c holds if we multiply T on the left side of eachs
of elements C X Xl .Žd, S ., Žd S .
y1  4 y1Let d g D . For any s g S _ s , we have either sd g D or sd s dta 0 a
Ž . Ž .for some t g S l S . In each of these cases, 1.6c holds by 2.7.2 .Ža, nya.
l Ž . l Ž .X XIf s d s ds , then T T C ¤ a, n y a T s T T C ¤ a, n y a T0 0 s d S , S d d s S , S d0 1 2 1 1 2w x Ž . Ž .by P, 1.6i, 1.14 . In this case, 1.6c holds by 2.7.2 .
Ž .  4If s d / ds , then write d s xy with x g S , L y s s and0 0 Ž2, ny2. 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . y1 y1 Ž .  4l d s l x q l y . Since d g D , we have y g D . Thus R y s sa a a
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if a - n and d s e if a s n. The last condition contradicts the assump-
Ž . tion s d / ds . Hence we have a - n. By 2.6 , y g s s ??? s , s s ???0 0 2 3 a 2 3
4s s s ??? s .aq1 1 2 a
Ž . Ž .If y s s ??? s , then 1.6c holds by 2.7.2 and the following equalities.2 a
T T C ¤ a, n y a s Ty1 ??? Ty1 p y q a C ¤ a, n y aŽ . Ž .Ž .s y w s s aq1 w0 1 a
a y1 y1 w xs yq T ??? T C ¤ a, n y a cf. P, 1.13 .Ž . Ž .s s w1 a
Ž . Ž .If y s s s ??? s s s ??? s , then 1.6c holds by 2.7.2 , the result for2 3 aq1 1 2 a
y s s ??? s and the following equalities. In this case, a - n y 1.2 a
T T C ¤ a, n y aŽ .s y w0
s Ty1Ty1 ??? Ty1 T T T ??? T T p yq a T C ¤ a, nyaŽ .Ž .s s s 0 s s s s aq1 s w1 2 aq1 2 3 a aq1 aq1
s yq aTy1Ty1 ??? Ty1 T T T ??? T T 2 C ¤ a, n y a .Ž .s s s 0 s s s s w1 2 aq1 2 3 a aq1
This completes the proof of our claim. If we postmultiply T on such bases
Ž .elements, one can prove that the conditions given in 1.6c hold by similar
Ž . qarguments. Thus H D is a standardly based algebra on the poset LK n
Xwith standard basis B .
Now, we introduce the Murphy basis for the Hecke algebra of type D
Ž .with odd rank under the assumption f q / 0. First, we recall somen
notions.
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2.. l2.8 For any bicomposition l s l , l g L, let t be the l-bi-
 4 Ž1.tableau with the number 1, 2, . . . , n entered in order along the row of l
Ž2. ŽŽ . Ž ..and l which is illustrated as follows. Let l s 3, 2 , 2, 1 . Then
1 2 3 6 7lt s
4 5 8
The symmetry group S acts naturally on the set of all l-bitableaux byn
permuting the entries. The row stabilizer of t l is the Young subgroup Sl
of S . Moreover, there is a bijection between the set of distinguishedn
right coset representatives of S in S and the set of all row-standardl n
Ž . l Ž .l-bitableaux. Let d t g S be such that t d t s t for the row-standardn
l-bitableau t. Write T s T and TU s T y1 .s dŽs. s dŽs.
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2..2.9 For any a-bicomposition l s l , l g L, let x s Ý T .l w g S wlÃ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let l be defined by H S ¤ a, n y a s ¤ a, n y a H S . This isÃK l K l
Ã Ž2. Ž1.w x Ž . Ž .well-defined by P, 1.14 . Then l s l , l is a n y a -bicomposition.
For any a-bipartition l of n, let
 4I l s s N s is a standard l-bitableau ,Ž .½ Ã 4J l s s N s is a standard l-bitableau .Ž .
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Ã lGiven a standard l-bitableau s and a standard l-bitableau t, let x ss, t
U Ž . Ž . Ž .T x ¤ a, n y a T , where ) is the anti-involution on H D given in 1.2 .s l t n
Ž . Ž .2.10 THEOREM. Suppose that n is odd with n G 5. Let H D be theK n
Ž . Ž Ž .. qHecke algebra o¤er a field K such that f q / 0 compare 2.7 . Let L ben
the set of all a-bipartitions with 2 a ) n. Let F be the dominance order on
q l  l Ž . Ž . Ž .4L. For any l g L , let B s x N s, t g I l = J l . Then B ss, t
l Ž .qD B is a standard basis for the Hecke algebras H D .lg L K n
ÃŽ .Proof. Let I l be the set of all special standard l-bitableaux and let
q q w xL ; L be the set of all a-bipartitions. Then, by the result in M , wea
have that
U Ã Ã q2.10.1 T x T N s, t g I l = I l , l g LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5dŽs. l dŽt. a
Ž . Ž .is a standard basis for Hecke algebra H S in the sense of 1.6 . ByŽa, nya.
Ž . Ž .Ž .2.7.2 and 2.7 a ,
B s TUTU x T ¤ a, n y a T N d g D , d g D ,Ž .½ d s l t d a 1 nya1
Ã Ã qs, t g I l = I l , l g LŽ . Ž . Ž . 5
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . Xis a basis of H D . By P, 1.14 , T ¤ a, n y a s ¤ a, n y a T for someK n dŽt. d
distinguished representative dX in the right coset S of S . WriteÃl Žnya, a.
X Ž .d s d t . Then the first part of t can be obtained from the second part1 1
of t by subtracting a from each of the entries and the second part of t can1
be obtained from the first part of t by adding n y a in each of the entries.
Thus t is a special standard bitableau. Let s s sd and t s t d . Then1 1 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . U U Ž .s g I l and t g J l . By 2.9 , we can write T T x T ¤ a, n y a T s1 2 d s l t d1
l Ž .x and vice versa. Thus B is a basis for H D . One can verify that Bs , t K n1 2
Ž .is a standard basis in the sense of 1.6 by the same arguments as in the
Ž . Ž .proof of 2.7 together with 2.10.1 .
Ž . Ž .2.11 Bilinear Form. Let K be a field with f q / 0. For eachn
q Ž . Ž .l g L , let the function f : J l = I l “ K be defined as follows: Forl 0 0
any elements C l and C X X X Xl , there is a unique elementŽd , S ., Žd , S . Žd , S ., Žd , S .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
ŽŽ . Ž X X ..f d , S , d , S g K such thatl 2 2 1 1
C l C X X X XlŽd , S . , Žd , S . Žd , S . , Žd , S .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
’ f d , S , dX , SX C X Xl mod H ) l ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l 2 2 1 1 Žd , S . , Žd , S . K1 1 2 2
) l Ž .where H is a free K-submodule of H D spanned by all the baseK K n
elements C X Xm with m ) l. Note that this definition is well-definedŽd, S ., Žd , S .
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Ž w x. ŽŽ . Ž X X ..compare DR1, 1.2.3 . Moreover, f d , S , d , S g K is independentl 2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž X X .of d , S and d , S .1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .2.12 Standard Modules. Let K be a field with f q / 0. For l g L,n
Ž . Ž .  lwe define D l to be the left H D -module with free K-basis C NK n Žd, S .
Ž . Ž .4d, S g I l and the module action defined by
aCl s f X X a, d , S C X XlŽ .Ž .ÝŽd , S . Žd , S . , l d , S
X XŽ . Ž .d , S gI l
Ž . Ž .for all a g H D . D l is called the standard module in the category ofK n
Ž . Ž w x .left H D -modules. Compare DR1, 2.1 .K n
Ž . Ž .  <2.13 THEOREM. Let K be a field with f q / 0. Let L s l g Ln 0
4f / 0 .l
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 If l g L , then the standard module D l has a simple head L l ,0
which is absolutely irreducible.
Ž .  Ž . 42 L l N l g L is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple0
Ž .H D -modules.K n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 If L l l g L is a composition factor of D m , then l F m.0
Ž . Ž .4 The decomposition matrix of H D is upper unitriangular.K n
Proof. This follows from the results on the representation of standardly
w xbased algebras given in DR1, 2.4.2, 2.4.6 .
Ž . Ž .Remark. One can use the Murphy basis of H D to get 2.13 viaK n
w x Ž . w xDR1 , too. Pallikaros has described the simple H D -modules in P .K n
3. ENDOMORPHISM ALGEBRAS
Ž .In this section, we introduce the endomorphism algebras S W of typeq
Ž .D. We shall prove that S W is a standardly full based algebra. Hence itq
Ž q.is quasi-hereditary. Recall that L resp. L is the set of all a-bicomposi-a a
Ž .tions resp. a-bipartitions of n.
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2.. l Ž . l3.1 For any l s l , l g L , let M s x ¤ a, n y a H and M sa l K
Ã Ž2. Ž1.Ž . Ž .H ¤ a, n y a x , where l s l , l .ÃK l
Ã Ã qŽ . ŽIt is easy to see that l g L resp. l g L if l g L resp.nya nya a
q. l Ž l . Ž .l g L . Moreover, M resp. M is a right resp. left ideal of H. Wea
construct a certain basis for such ideals. First, we recall the notion of
semistandard l-bitableaux of type m and a certain map determined by m
Ž . Ž . w xin 3.2 ] 3.4 , which are introduced in DJM2, DS , independently. The
w x.following ideas are taken from DJM2 .
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Ž . q3.2 Let l g L . A l-bitableau we consider in this section is obtained
Ž .from its l-diagram by replacing each cross by an ordered pair i, k with
1 F k F 2. Let m g L. A l-bitableau s is said to be of type m if the
Ž . Žk . Ž . Ž .number of times i, k in the entries of s is m . Denote by i, k - j, l ifi
k - l or k s l and i - j. A l-bitableau of type m is semistandard if
Ž .a the entries of each row of each component of s are non-de-
creasing,
Ž .b the entries in each column of each component of s are strictly
increasing,
Ž . Žk . Ž .c for k s 1, 2, no entries in s have form i, l with l - k.
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ .Ž ..3.3 EXAMPLE. Let l s 41 , 2 and m s 3 13 . Then l is a
5-bipartition of 7 and m is a 3-bicomposition of 7. The following are two
l-bitableaux of type m. Moreover, the first is semistandard and the second
is not.
1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 21 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
2 22 2
Ž . Ž .3.4 Let s be a standard l-bitableau. For any m g L, let m s be the
Ž .l-bitableau obtained from s by replacing each entry m in s by i, k if m is
in the row i of kth component of t m.
Ž .Let T l, m be the set of semi-standard l-bitableau of type m and let0
Ž .T l be the set of standard l-bitableau. It has been proved that m0
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.induces a surjective map from T l to T l, m see DS, DJM2 . If m0 0
Ž . Ž .resp. l is a composition resp. partition of n, we have the notion of
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.T l, m , T l , the map defined by m see DJM2 . The next result is0 0
about the basis of any right ideal M m for any m g L.
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2.. 3.5 THEOREM. For any m s m , m g L , the set X N S ga S, t
Ã q mŽ . Ž . 4 y1T l, m , t g T l , l g L is a basis for M , where X s Ý x .0 0 a S, t sg m ŽS. s, t
Proof. We claim that M m is in the subspace of H spanned by the setK
Ã q Ž . Ž . 4X N S g T l, m , t g T l , l g L if m g L .S, t 0 0 a a
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x mSince ¤ a, n y a H s ¤ a, n y a H S P, 1.20 , any element in MK K n
Ž . Ž .can be written as Ý r x h¤ a, n y a T for some h g H Sd g D d m d K Ža, nya.ny a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.and r g K. Note that x H S ( x H S x H S .d m K Ža, nya. m K a m K aq1, . . . , n4
Ž .Ž1.Moreover, x H S has a basism a
U Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.
Ž1. Ž1.T x T S g T l , m , t g T lŽ .Ž .Ý dŽs . l dŽ t . 0 0½ 5y1Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.Ž .s gm S
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Ž1. Ž .Ž2.for some partition l of a and x H S has a basism K aq1, . . . , n4
U Ž2. Ž2. Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.
Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.T x T S g T l , m , t g T lŽ .Ž .Ý dŽs . l dŽt . 0 0½ 5y1Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.Ž .s gm S
Ž2. Žfor some partition l of n y a. They are the special cases of Ariki]Koike
w x . Ž .Hecke algebras AK . If we denote by a q 1 s 1 , . . . , n s n y a ,2 2
Ž Ž1. Ž2.. Ž Ž1. Ž2.. Ž Ž1. Ž2.. q Ž .S s S , S , l s l , l , and t s t , t , then l g L , S g T l, ma 0
Ž . Žand t is a special l-bitableau. Write T ¤ a, n y a s ¤ a,t
Ã. Ž . Žn y a T . Then d s d t for some special standard l-bitableau seed 1 11 ÃŽ .. Ž .the proof of 2.10 . Thus t d g T l for any d g D and our claim fol-1 0 nya
Ž . qlows. On the other hand, for any S g T l, m with m g L and l g L ,0 a a
X s TU x ¤ a, n y a TŽ .ÝS , t dŽs. l dŽt.
y1Ž .sgm S
s x TU h¤ a, n y a T g x ¤ a, n y a HŽ . Ž .m d dŽt. m
for some distinguished double coset representative d in S dS andl m
Ž .h g H S , where the inclusion follows from the fact that d g Sl Ža, nya.
Ž w x w x. Ž .  <see the proof of DJM2, 4.10 or DR2, 5.1 . By 2.10 , X S gS, t
Ã qŽ . Ž . 4T l, m , t g T l , l g L is a linear independent set. Thus it is a basis0 0 a
mfor M .
The following result can be proved similarly.
ÃŽ .  Ž .3.6 COROLLARY. For any m g L , the set X N T g T l, m , s gÃa s, T 0
Ž . q4 m y1T l , l g L is a basis for M, where X s Ý x .0 a s, T t g m ŽT. s, tÃ
Ž . Ž .3.7 THEOREM. For any a-bicomposition n resp. b-bicomposition m in
m n L, M l M s 0 unless a s b. Moreo¤er, if a s b, then the set X N S gS, T
Ã q m nŽ . Ž . 4T l, m , T g T l, n , l g L is a basis for M l M, whereÃ0 0 a
X s x .ÝS , T s , t
y1Ž .sgm S
y1Ž .tgn TÃ
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. The second assertion follows from
Ž . Ž .3.5 ] 3.6 .
We are now in a place to introduce an endomorphism algebra associated
to the Hecke algebra of type D as follows.
Ž .3.8 DEFINITION. Let H be the Hecke algebra of type D with oddK
Ž .rank n G 5 over the field K. Assume that f q / 0, where 0 / q is then
Ž .image of q in K. Let S W be the endomorphism algebra defined asq
S W s End [ X M l ,Ž . Ž .q H lg LK
where LX is a coideal of L in the sense that m g LX if l 1 m and l g LX.
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Ž . Ž .3.9 THEOREM. Keep the setup. Then S W is a standardly basedq
X q  Ž .algebra on the poset L l L with standard basis F N S g T l, m , T gS, T 0
Ã X X q m nŽ . 4 Ž .T l, n , m, n g L , l g L l L , where F g Hom M , M is de-Ã0 S, T HK
Ž Ž . .fined by F x ¤ a, n y a h s X h for any h g H .S, T m S, T K
Ž Ž ..Proof. Since H is a Frobenius algebra cf. 1.2 , we haveK
Hom Mn , M m ( H ¤ a, n y a x l M m snM l M m.Ž . Ž .H K nÃK
Ž . Ž n m.From 3.7 , we have Hom M , M s 0 unless n , m g L for someH aK
integer a.
Ž . Ž l m. m lBy 3.7 and the isomorphism Hom M , M ( M l M, we have theHK
Ž l m. Ž Ž . .free K-basis F of Hom M , M such that F x ¤ a, n y a h sS, T H S, T mK Ã qŽ . Ž . Ž .X h for all h g H , where S, T g T l, m = T l, n with l g L ,ÃS, T K 0 0 a
Ž .n , m g L . By 2.10 and the definition of F , one can check easily thata ST
the basis
Ã X X qF N SgT l, m , T gT l, n for some m , n g L and l g L lLŽ . Ž .Ã½ 5S , T 0 0
Ž .is a standard basis for S W .q
Ž l m. ŽRemark. One may prove the isomorphism Hom M , M ( H ¤ a,H K
. m l m w xn y a x l M s M l M by the method in DJM2, Sect. 5 withoutÃl
Ž .using the fact that H D is a Frobenius algebra.K n
Ž . Ž .3.10 COROLLARY. Keep the setup abo¤e. Then S W is a quasi-heredi-q
tary algebra.
Proof. For any l g Lq, there is a unique semistandard l-bitableau Tl
of type l such that t l is in the fibre of T . Moreover, t l is the uniquel
Ã Ž .element in the fibre of T . Since l is a n y a -bipartition of n, we havel
the notation of T , too. It is easy to see that F is an identity on M l.Ãl T , TÃl l
Ž . w x Ž .Thus S W is full in the sense of DR1, 1.3.1 . Hence S W is quasi-q q
w x w xhereditary in the sense of CPS by DR1, 3.2.1 .
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